STAINLESS STEEL CABINETRY

Engineered
for highest quality & durability…
European frameless design full overlay cabinets are
fabricated with industrial grade 20-gauge stainless
steel. A quick look inside reveals the craftsmanship
as the interior is void of any hardware and screw
heads. Fine points of the cabinets include
concealed stainless door hinges, “sturdy” solid
core doors, trash pullouts, fixed and sliding
shelves, self-closing drawers and leveling legs.
Danver also offers the widest range of storage
cabinets, grill bases, side burners and sink bases
in the industry. Cabinetry is available in standard
3” widths from 12” to 36”.

Engineered
for ease of assembly…
The “easy-alignment” design system allows for
quick, precise installation with less labor than
typical indoor cabinetry. Each cabinet stands alone
and has quick connect features. Access holes in
key locations for plumbing and electrical installation
eliminates the need for drilling, cutting and boring.
A screw gun, long screwdriver and the easy-tofollow instructions will ensure a professional
installation the very first time.

Engineered
for the designer…
The leader in stainless steel
cabinetry also has an eye for
style. The stainless doors,
drawer fronts and drawers
come with a #4 brushed
vertical grain to provide a rich
contemporary look. These
modular cabinets also provide
designers and homeowners
with infinite flexibility in design
configurations. They can also be
designed with stucco and stone
to create beautiful and unique
outdoor kitchens. The industry’s
most extensive line offers
cabinetry to accommodate

appliances that extend from
standard grills to “steakhouse”
infrared grills, smoker ovens,
wok burners, warming
drawers, under-counter
refrigerators, sinks, kitchen
provisions and storage for pool
equipment and hoses. Today’s
outdoor kitchens allow cooks to
prepare food outdoors rather
than continuously running in and
out of the house for ingredients.
Added to the endless design
capabilities are a variety of door
styles that guarantees that
every kitchen will be a “one-ofa-kind”. Danver stainless kitchen
cabinetry is warranted to hold
up for years under the most
severe weather conditions…
or demanding chefs.

WALL CABINETS

Engineered for functionality…
Danver wall cabinetry displays a sleek
contemporary look whether they are
complementing an indoor or outdoor kitchen.
Again the cabinets offer a variety of widths in 3”

laminate backer to match the stainless finish and
perform exactly like wood doors on the
cabinetmaker’s manufacturing floor. Custom sizes
are available and “frame only” fronts are prepped
for glass, teak or specialty inserts. A rubber gasket
is supplied for glass.
Enjoy the advantage of a no minimum order policy.
Order “kitchen by kitchen” and the lead time is only
3 weeks.
CARTS

Engineered for convenience…

increments, from 12” to 36”, for ease of design.
Stainless doors have a solid core that provides
additional “heft” and stability. Select from five
different styles. Open frame doors may also
be prepped for glass.

For entertaining or extra workspace, Danver
kitchen carts are the “portable answer”
whether you’re working
indoors or at the
barbecue.
Constructed of
commercial grade
stainless steel, these
mobile countertop
workspaces offer the
flexibility to be in the
center of prepping or

DOORS
(available separately)

entertaining or
“tucked” out of
sight when not
required. There are
two sizes:
The Kitchen Cart
measures 30”W x
22”D x 34”H while
the smaller “Cocina”
model is 27”W x 18”D x
34”H.
Both models are available with or without
stainless
steel tops.

Engineered for beauty
and design…
Doors and drawer fronts are constructed of commercial stainless
steel with a vertical #4 brushed
finish.
For outdoor use, a weatherproof
PVC gray foam slab is screwed to
the door for a “sturdy” solid feel.
For indoor applications, the core of the
door is Ultralite MDF with an aluminum

FLOATING SHELVES

Engineered for the contemporary
look…
Uniquely designed
and very sturdy, the
floating shelves are
completely finished from every
angle. An internal bracket is attached
to the wall and the stainless steel shelf fits
around the bracket and locks into place conveying
the “floating” appearance. The shelves are
10” deep x 2.5” thick and come in standard widths
of 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42“, 48”, 60” and 72”.
1-door, 2-drawer and 3-drawer refrigerators available

Engineered… for leisurely family dining
and gracious entertaining
Turn that dream into reality by transforming
the “out-of-doors” into your very own private
entertainment center that also features your
culinary favorites. Create the perfect setting
that’s as well appointed, warm and inviting as
the interior – that special getaway where
family and friends enjoy leisurely gatherings
and memorable times.
From innovation to installation, Danver’s
complete line of outdoor kitchen cabinetry
combines advanced design and refined

features to provide the storage and organization
needed to complement your outdoor kitchen.
No matter what your layout or blueprint
requirements entail, Danver is “design friendly”
with cabinetry in three inch increments from 12”
to 36” in width. And grill base cabinets to fit
every major manufacturer’s grill.
This is the perfect opportunity to take to the
outdoors in style with the beauty and durability
of quality stainless steel cabinetry from the
industry leader.
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